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sociologists tend to believe our field is noncumulative because little knowledge is 
widely recognized throughout the discipline. Disagreement is most widely publicized 
among theorists. This social recognition criterion of knowledge begs the question of 
how large a group must be to validate knowledge. Specialized cumulation of knowl- 
edge has however taken place in particular research communities. Examples include 
world-system research, state-breakdown theory of revolution, military-centered theory 
of state development, social movement theory, and some micro-sociological research 
programs. There are also instances of lost specialized cumulation, in which fields shift 
course and ignore previous results, for example in organizational research and small 
group research. Some independent specialties converge on parallel findings but do 
not recognize cumulation across fields (as in different specialties studying networks). 
We can identify and possibly overcome obstacles to recognizing cumulation. 

Why doesn ' t  sociology cumulate knowledge  as the natural sciences do? The 
quest ion has been  widely  discussed from a sociology of science viewpoint .  
Sociology exemplifies all the social sciences and humanit ies  as fields of inteb 
lectual product ion whose  organization is lacking in consensus and hence  in 
cumulation (e.g., Fuchs 1992; Whitley 1984). In addition, sociology has been 
shown to labor under  conditions that disable it b eyond  even most other fields 
this side of the sc ience /non-sc ience  divide (Turner and Turner 1990; Cole, 
forthcoming). I have contributed to this literature myself  (Collins 1994). Here I 
will take a different tack: I reject the quest ion as posed. Sociology has cumu- 
lated knowledge;  but it is socially unrecognized cumulation. 

How do we  k n o w  sociology is non-cumulative? Almost everybody says so; if 
we can't agree on what  theories are correct and what  knowledge  we have, then 
obviously we  have no cumulat ion.  This is a social criterion of cumulation.  
Knowledge must be socially recognized if it is to be knowledge;  there must be 
consensus throughout  the field so that knowledge  is institutionalized, put into 
standardized textbooks and tested in essentially uniform exams. Sociology of 
science allows some exceptions; there is a Latourian research frontier, science 
in-the-making, where  there are disagreements among contending research pro- 
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grams (Latour 1987); but once knowledge  has been safely archived in the non- 
frontier zones and research has moved  on to something else, the knowledge  is 
agreed u p o n  as a matter of routine by the majority of scientific professionals. 
By this model,  sociology lacks even the non-frontier zone; nothing is remem- 
bered by any considerable propor t ion of sociologists, or at least nothing is 
preserved as agreed-upon, consensus-bound sociological knowledge.  All items 
are permanent ly  on the research frontier; there is no reason to agree with 
anything, for we can expect that future research will just as easily negate it. 

Now, al though there is no doubt  that many sociologists in the period around 
1975-2000 share this position, is that sufficient evidence that sociology is non- 
cumulative? Is it really true that no sociologists remember  any findings from 
past research, or build upon  past generalizations in their subsequent  research? 
Or that no findings remain unchal lenged and uncontradicted by later findings? 
This is an empirical question, and one that I will take up below. The anti- 
cumulationist, however, would  reply: it doesn' t  matter if some sociologists think 
that they have cumulated knowledge  in one particular area or another. The 
field as a whole  does not recognize these little pockets of alleged cumulation; 
and if they are not  recognized, they are not knowledge.  The anti-cumulationist 
does not  need  to look empirically at the field, for the question is largely a 
matter of principle. If we do not recognize sociological knowledge,  it does not 
exist. 

The strongest anti-cumulationist argument rests on the condition of sociologi- 
cal theory. Here we can agree (as an empirical observation) that sociologists 
calling themselves "theorists" come in very different stripes, and disagree among 
themselves over the very concepts,  approaches,  as well as any substantive 
generalizations of sociology. But what  gets called "theory" is only a fraction of 
what  sociologists do; it is not a good  index of what  cumulative knowledge  may 
or may not  exist among sociological researchers. I do not mean to insinuate any 
rigid distinction be tween  theory and research, but only to suggest that the 
anti-cumulation position is strongest among self-conscious specialists in "theory"; 
and indeed  that we in the "theory specialty" may be the most extreme in 
construing sociology in just such a way that it appears uncumulative.  By a 
different criterion of "theory," one that is less focused on epistemological and 
meta-theoretical discussion, and more concerned with substantive explanations 
of particular kinds of social processes, it may well be possible to present  a 
different picture. There are generalizable statements within various fields of 
sociological research that can be called "substantive theory," that is, theory 
which is not  very self-conscious about itself; and there can be found, I will 
suggest, some cumulation. 

Here I find myself in a compromising position as a well-attested advocate of 
sociological theory. Confessing past sins, I offer my testimonial that "theory" 
too much  monopol izes  our view of the history of sociology, and hence our 
view of what  sociology has accomplished. When we write about the develop- 
ment  of the field, we write of the succession of theories and theorists. Even 
where  our hero-founders of the past were actually both researchers and theo- 
rists, we abstract to the theoretical part; Durkheim, Weber, or Mannheim were 
persons w h o  had certain ideas, and we neglect what  research they themselves 
(plus their colleagues and followers) have done  in support  of those ideas. 
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Although most of us k n o w  very well that current sociology is a research enter- 
prise, we  bracket  our  disciplinary past as a quasi-mythical  epoch  in which  
theories marked the path, like posts sticking up from the murky  water  of  a river 
bed: each post gives w a y  to another, and the older posts are r emembered  only 
because  they are picturesque, not because anything is built on them. 

For purposes  of this argument,  I will step outside the sociology of science 
perspective and look directly at the substance of sociological work. This is a 
gestalt switch, a different frame within which to look at the field. The sociology 
of science argument  rests ultimately on a philosophical criterion, that knowl- 
edge is what  the social group recognizes as such. I wou ld  not  go so far as to 
assert that knowledge  exists in a field even if no one at all knows  i t -- i f  it were  
buried in libraries and research reports that no one ever  reads. But the notion 
that knowledge  must  be socially recognized is overgeneral ized;  it begs the 
quest ion of h o w  big must be the group that recognizes knowledge  before it can 
be said to exist. For there to be consensus  and hence  knowledge,  must 100 
percent  of  the members  of the profession agree? In other  words,  can just one  
person have veto power  over the existence of knowledge? Very few people  
wou ld  go this far, but  the tone of the anti-cumulationist position in sociology 
seems to make  a similar argument .  This has two versions. One  is tacitly to 
assume that self-identified theorists are the professionals in charge of cumula- 
tion; hence  if theorists disagree among themselves (which they manifestly do), 
then  the field is non-cumulative.  Here a fairly small group of specialists are 
given veto power  over  social recognition of knowledge  for the entire profes- 
sion. The other version operates at the level of groups rather than individuals; it 
is articulated in the paper  by Turner  and Kim (in this issue). This holds that the 
field of sociology is composed  of a number  of research specialties; al though 
there may be a semblance of cumulat ion within some of  those specialties, the 
specialties do not recognize each other  as having knowledge;  hence  there is no 
cumulat ive  k n o w l e d g e  in sociology as a discipline. This vers ion  gives the 
group as a whole  veto power  over recognition of knowledge  in any of its parts. 

Let us go beyond  the sociology of science definition of knowledge  as so- 
cially recognized knowledge.  I will assert that knowledge  can exist, even if it is 
socially recognized only to a small degree.  Once  past a minimal threshold (a 
fairly small group of practitioners will do), knowledge  can exist and cumulate, 
even if most other  people,  and most other  groups, are not  aware of it. After all, 
even  an ardent social constructivist does not  assume that every person in the 
world populat ion has veto power  over whe the r  knowledge  exists within some 
specialized profession; hence  the relevant question is what  is the boundary  of 
the relevant group that must have consensus  and therefore knowledge? In the 
case of sociological knowledge ,  I deny  that the relevant group is the profession 
as a whole.  I will go farther: cumulat ion of knowledge  can exist within particu- 
lar groups, as a matter of practice, even if they do not t rumpet  the news, or 
self-consciously focus on their cumulation. 

I will discuss several varieties and degrees of socially unrecognized  knowl- 
edge  cumulation. (A) Specialized cumulation occurs within particular research 
communit ies  but is not  recognized e lsewhere  in the larger discipline. (B) Un- 
recognized or lost specialized cumulation is a local history of  research that accu- 
mulates results but  denies or ignores its own history; a variant are some fields 
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that radically shift course from time to time, disavowing previous research as no 
longer a significant topic. (C) Unrecognized cross-specialty integrated cumula- 
tion are streams of results which build up in several independent  specialties, 
which converge on similar explanatory models; but because of splits among 
specialties, the convergence is unperceived. That is to say, pieces of the cumu- 
lation may be socially perceived, within the separate specialties, but the larger 
pattern of cumulation is not. 

There is a feature of sociology (and probably other social science research as 
well) that contributes to the social misperception of what  sort of cumulation 
actually exists within a research specialty. That is, we tend to give overwhelm- 
ing attention to the research forefront, and to denigrate anything else. Old results 
are old hat; we are not interested in cumulating on them, because we want to 
present our research as fresh, indeed as a new direction. A very common trope in 
setting up one's argument is to say: "It is commonly believed that X, but we will 
demonstrate that on the contrary it is y.,,1 Just how this feature of sociology has 
come about is a job for sociologists of sociology; I will bypass it here, in order 
to collect some illustrations of cumulation of sociological knowledge which has 
been, for this reason and others, socially unrecognized. 

S p e c i a l i z e d  C u m u l a t i o n  

Here there is often a considerable degree of social recognition within the 
local group that cumulation has been taking place. Some research specialties 
are socially better integrated and more self-conscious than others; some- -un -  
usually for present-day sociologists--operate in a spirit of collective commit- 
ment  to building increasingly adequate explanatory models by modifying and 
extending earlier models. The mere existence of a collaborative community  of 
researchers, of course, is not  proof  that their work  qualifies as cumulative 
knowledge.  But we may invoke non-local standards, such as whether  articulate 
general statements of social patterns have been made, whether  these "theoreti- 
cal" statements are suppor ted by careful and wide-ranging empirical work, 2 and 
whether  there is a build-up of knowledge,  so that earlier models  become more 
refined and their range of application is extended. 

There are several such high-collaboration research communities within soci- 
ology. I will single out world-systems researchers as an example of successful 
specialized cumulation. The originating principle was that economic change 
cannot be explained by isolated societies or nation-states moving along parallel 
pathways at different speeds, but must be seen as occurring within a world- 
system of interconnected political economy: a world of core, peripheral, and 
other  zones in which  the prosperi ty of the core and the weakness  of the 
periphery are determined by their relationship to each other. The basic model  
was stated by Frank (1966) and Wallerstein (1974), among others. 3 Over a 
period of thirty years, world-systems patterns have been studied empirically, 
with increasing depth of detail and breadth of scope. The initial paradigm has 
not stood still, as we can see by examining later synthetic statements (Chase-Dunn 
1989; Arrighi 1994) and textbook accounts (Sanderson 1995a). 

The temporal  scope and geographical  focus of the model  has expanded  
beyond Wallerstein's [1974, 1980, 1989] analysis of the Europe-centered world 
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system from the late 1400s to the present. Abu-Lughod [1989] located a wider 
system of world trade zones linking the Islamic Middle East across South and 
East Asia in the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries; other scholars [Chase-Dunn 
and Hall 1991; Sanderson 1995b] have described localized "world-systems" of 
varying scale comprising and surrounding inter-tribal networks,  early states, 
and ancient imperial civilizations. A China-centered East Asian system of trade 
and tribute is now  seen to have existed for two millennia (Hamashita 1994); 
Frank (1998) n o w  presents  evidence that world monetary  flows have long 
centered on this system, and argues that the European-centered phase of the 
last 500 years is being superseded by a return to East Asian centrality. 

These varied historical applications share an analytical structure. Economic 
exchange relations are shaped around a dominant  core and a lagging periphery, 
specializing in different forms of production and labor. The dynamics of the 
exchange system over time consists in waves, long cycles of economic expan- 
sion and contraction or relative stasis; these waves  bring periodic crises of 
economic  profitability and shifts in the location of the core. The growth of 
populat ion centers and cities is linked to world-system structure; highly inte- 
grated exchange systems center on world-metropoles  of trade and finance, 
whose  succession (Genoa/Seville; Amsterdam; London; New York) mark the 
transition among successive waves and hegemonies.  Arrighi's (1994) synthetic 
statement provides a model  of why  the emphasis  shifts from investment in 
expanding product ion to narrowing in u p o n  financial speculation over the course 
of the cycle. World-system theory articulates here with a series of models of 
how profits are made  in capitalist markets (Schumpeter  1911 [1961]; Braudel 
1977; White 1981); the key structure is a central position in networks which 
allows some economic  actors to assess long-term opportunities,  accumulate a 
critical mass of resources over competitors, and to move more quickly and 
strategically to take advantage of market niches. Central, core actors are struc- 
turally advantaged over localized, semi-peripheral and peripheral actors in the 
flow of competition. 

In the process of cumulating u p o n  the world-system model, some parts of 
the theory have been  criticized, d ropped  out, and replaced by modified mod- 
els. Frank's original argument,  that a dependen t  position in the world system 
prevents economic deve lopment  and indeed leads to deterioration over time, 
has been  chal lenged on empirical grounds (in a recent example, Firebaugh 
1992); the model  has shifted to dependent  deve lopment  (Evans 1979), charac- 
terized by absolute economic growth within the confines of relative levels of 
dominance  and dependency.  The valid part of the model  holds, not that devel- 
opment  is impossible outside the core, for indeed various parts of the globe 
may change  posi t ion,  moving  up  and d o w n  in terms of  centrality in the 
world-system, but that changes occur within a structure which is intrinsically 
unequal.  Not everyone can occupy the core at the same time; the central part 
of the network of exchange always has a relative advantage over more periph- 
eral parts. 

How much  of what  has been  developed by world-system researchers should 
count as cumulated knowledge? That is to say, how can we know what  will be 
further w i n n o w e d  down,  included or excluded as research goes further along? 
This is a problem for us, but the situation is not intrinsically different in sociol- 
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ogy from what  has happened  in the historical development  of natural sciences; 
if we think of the history of biology since Darwin, for instance, or of geology 
since Lyell, we find also that some parts of the original model  lead onwards to 
well-established results, while other parts turn out to be false leads. There is no 
absolute criterion in the natural sciences, either, but only relatively long chains 
of researches building on fruitful but gradually transforming theoretical models. 
In world-system theory, some proposed  patterns very likely will need consid- 
erable revision. There has been  an attempt to correlate the long economic  
cycles with political hegemonies  (in Europe, the succession of empires  of 
Spain, the Dutch, England, and the U.S.), with major world-wars occurring at 
transition periods. This work converges with and derives suppor t  from re- 
searchers in international relations who  have measured military hegemonies  by 
arms levels, and have p roposed  models  for wars of hegemon ic  transition 
(Modelski and Thompson  1988). Nevertheless, there are reasons to doubt  that 
the intensity of wars and the direction of their outcomes can be so neatly 
derived from a world economic cycle; the biggest problem is that the geopoliti- 
cal principles affecting wars are analytically distinct from world-system eco- 
nomic principles; there are multiple causes affecting wars, including show- 
d o w n  wars be tween big states, and there is no reason to expect that these 
geopolitical processes should line up to coincide with tuming points in eco- 
nomic cycles. 4 This is not to say economic resources flowing from world-system 
position cannot affect the geopolitical position of states; but we need an addi- 
tional, more complex theory to account for how this operates. 

What has cumula ted  in world-sys tem theory is knowledge  of economic  
world-networks,  cutting across and beyond political units, following an autono- 
m o u s  d y n a m i c  and  to an i m p o r t a n t  d e g r e e  d e t e r m i n i n g  the  fa te  of  
politically-bounded units within. Although world-system theory began as a branch 
of Marxian theory, a number  of specifically Marxian themes have failed to 
cumulate. Classic Marxism was above all a model  of the revolutionary break- 
down  of capitalism and its supercession by socialism. Although world-systems 
researchers may personally look forward to such an outcome, world-system 
theory has shifted attention away from revolutionary transformations to focus on 
a more solidly attested pattern: cyclical shifts in hegemony,  which may well go 
on indefinitely in the future. For some researchers, those who  push the applica- 
tion of the model  backwards in time to tribal or ancient exchange networks, the 
capitalist nature of the system is not so crucial as its world-system structure. 
World-system theory has cumulated in a direction that is not specifically Marx- 
ian; for that reason, there has been a good deal of intellectual collaboration and 
convergence with non-Marxian scholars. If we insist on viewing world-system 
theory as a Marxian theory, we define away precisely what  is its most strongly 
cumulative knowledge; everything else goes down with that ship. 5 

Estimating the cumulative accomplishments  of world-system research is a 
good  exercise in understanding what  makes it difficult to socially recognize 
cumulation. The generic idea of an economic world-system, involving networks 
of exchange among cores and peripheries, with advantages for deal-makers in 
the metropoles ,  has been  widely used among scholars [e.g., Castells 1996; 
Sassen 1994], and even in the popular  business press. Historical scholars no 
longer are prone to study lone-standing "societies" or nation-states detached 
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from the networks of exchange in which they became shaped. Even a synthetic 
scholar like Mann (1986), w h o  does not endorse  world-system theory, but  
instead sees history as the spreading out of four overlapping networks (eco- 
nomic, political, military, and cultural), shares in decentering from self-subsistent 
societies and states. Mann has more kinds of global networks than the single 
economic network world-system theory is concerned with, but both models  
reinforce the idea that a larger network of relations cutting beyond the political 
unit is a key to patterns of social power  and change. In a deep  analytical sense, 
we are pretty much all world-systems thinkers now; and that counts as a major 
cumulative development  of the social science of the past thirty years. 

Let us briefly review what  appears to be a rival area of research: the macro- 
historical sociology of the state. Researchers in this area are not as tightly 
organized or as self-consciously committed to elaborating a paradigm as world- 
system researchers, but they have also produced striking cumulative develop- 
ments. These researchers have been concerned partly with revolutions, partly 
with the formation and expansion of the modern  state; the two branches have 
conve rged  into wha t  might  be called the theory  of the mil i tary-centered 
resource-extracting state. 

The branch concerned with revolutions grew out of an older tradition which 
debated Marxian and non-Marxian interpretations of the major modern  revolu- 
tions. The contemporary model  began to evolve when  Moore (1966) proposed 
that the major revolutionary uprisings came not from industrial workers but 
were determined by the economic relations of capitalist agriculture. Skocpol 
(1979) broke even more sharply with the Marxian model  (and all other models 
of discontent boiling up from below) by showing that major revolutions can be 
explained as the result of breakdown in the fiscal apparatus of the state, which 
then unleashes otherwise powerless movements  of the discontented. Skocpol 
links into the military-centered model  of the state because a major source of 
fiscal strain and state b reakdown is military expense, p roduced  by over-exten- 
sion or defeat in war. The most refined version of the state-breakdown model  is 
Goldstone (1991), which depicts the core processes of state breakdown as the 
combination of three factors: fiscal crisis, deadlock of intra-elite conflict over 
who  is to pay for it, plus mobilization of discontented movements.  Goldstone's 
work is an important step in validating the cumulating model  by constructing 
long time-series of quantitative indicators for each of these factors, thereby 
demonstrating that the theoretical potential for state crisis has peaked at just 
those times w h e n  state breakdowns actually occurred. ~ Along with other work, 
these researches have produced  substantial cumulation in our knowledge of 
revolutions: we can say definitely, in contrast to older models,  that discontent 
from below does not bring revolution in the absence of state breakdown; and 
that the sources of b reakdown are in the state itself, especially its fiscal health. 

This degree of cumulation may be obscured if we focus u p o n  what  differs 
among the various models. Goldstone places considerable emphasis on popula- 
tion growth as an ultimate driving force, feeding into all three core components  
of state b reakdown and crisis potential; and this population-driven model  can 
be taken as antithetical to the military-centered model  of Skocpol and others 
which emphasizes geopolitical strains as the antecedent  condit ion for state 
crisis. From the point of view of cumulative knowledge,  we should say that the 
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core model  of the three breakdown conditions, as depicted most sharply by 
Goldstone but building upon  earlier work, is what  is upheld by all these bodies 
of research. Here are the strongest items of cumulative knowledge; the ancil- 
lary models  operate in more specialized conditions or are less generally sup- 
ported by research to date. 

We can have greater confidence in the validity of a model  to the extent that 
its componen ts  have been researched in several different contexts; when  theo- 
ries deve loped  for different purposes converge on key causal processes, the 
evidence in favor of one theory transfers over into support  of the adjoining 
theory as well. This is what  has happened  be tween  the state b reakdown theory 
of revolutions and the military-centered theory of state development.  This model, 
summarized most  comprehensively  by Tilly (1990, 1995) and Mann (1993), 
took impetus from a number  of researches (e.g., McNeill 1982) on the so-called 
military revolution (or "gunpowder  revolution") which began in Europe around 
1500, a large expansion in the size and expense of armed forces. Early states 
were largely a military apparatus, a skeleton of alliances or coercive relations 
for raising troops; as this apparatus was challenged in competit ion among rival 
states, European states expanded their organizational tentacles in order to ex- 
tract more revenue. The chain of consequences  not only shaped modern  poli- 
tics but also numerous  aspects of modern  societies. States developed bureau- 
cratic organization for its military forces and their logistical support; once in 
existence, bureaucracy turned to other purposes,  including internal regulation 
of society, providing infrastructure and control over the economy,  building 
public education,  communications,  and welfare. States began to acquire the 
organizational apparatus to directly monitor and affect the lives of the popu-  
lace, and to b o u n d  them off more sharply within national borders. State penetra- 
tion had the further unintended consequence  of creating a national arena in 
which social movements  could mobilize, thereby giving rise to class, ethnic, 
gender  and other movements  struggling over the uses of the apparatus of state 
power. Under  further conditions specified in Mann (1993), Tilly (1990), Down- 
ing (1992) and others, the fiscal demands  of the early state were resisted by 
aristocrats, w h o  were able to enforce a compromise sharing of power, which 
became the structures of parliamentary democracy. And finally--here we come 
to the explicit point  of convergence with the state breakdown theory of revolu- 
t i o n s - u n d e r  condit ions of extreme strain on the state's fiscal posit ion (the 
expense of which was built up  by military/geopolitical strains), states under- 
went  crises which opened  the way for revolutions from below. 

Both the state b reakdown theory of revolutions and the military-centered 
resource-extracting theory of the state are strongly supported by detailed his- 
torical research; and their analytical statements have been constructed and tested 
u p o n  comparisons of the various pathways which different states have taken. 
These are, moreover, branches of the same theory family; the successful ramifi- 
cations of each branch give us confidence that the picture given in related 
branches is at least approximately correct. There are yet further branches of the 
family; the theory of social movements,  which is a specialized research com- 
munity in its own  right, overlaps to a considerable extent with both the state 
b r eakdown  revolut ion theory and with the aspect of the military resource- 
extracting state which shows how state penetration created the arena in which 
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movements  began to mobilize (Tilly 1978, 1995). Social movement  theory has 
its own intellectual genealogy, coming in part from the Marxian model  of class 
conflict. Dahrendorf (1959), in modifying Marxian theory to account for a wider 
range of conflicts, gave conditions by which latent interests would  be mobilized 
into action; these included conditions for communication, transportation, and 
organization. As Tilly and Mann indicate, it was state penetration into society 
which laid down  the infrastructure upon  which social movements  could be 
built. Social movement  researchers also have their history of specialized re- 
search topics which cut in other directions than state-penetration theory7 Once 
again, we have overlap among research enterprises, which give mutual support  
to the direction in which findings have been building up. 

I have presented these two different specialties, world-system research and 
historical sociology of the state, as both undergoing cumulation of knowledge 
within their own ranks. Should we conclude that these are merely local cumula- 
tion, incapable of being exported beyond the bounds  of the specialty? To some 
extent these specialties are rivals over a contested turf; how can they both be 
right, if their theories differ? World-system theory is economy-centered;  eco- 
nomic  dynamics  cut across states and de te rmine  wha t  h a p p e n s  to them. 
State-centered theory, obviously, gives analytical priority to the state as the 
source of social dynamics. Nevertheless, the two specialties are not incompat- 
ible. The state-centered theory builds upon  the point that the state is originally 
an organization mobilizing military forces and resources to support  them; these 
military organizations exist in a regional environment,  an immediate "world 
system" or "world arena" of other military organizations. Thus the state-centered 
model  has an external arena built into its analytical basis. Military-centered 
theory of the state is allied to geopolitical theory, which far from regarding 
states as primordially fixed entities, shows how states expand or contract in 
relation to each other. A populat ion of states across a territory are w innowed  
down  by the competitive processes of the military revolution. In Tilly's synthe- 
sis (1990), early modern  states took different pathways because of the environ- 
ment  which sur rounded them, and which made available different ways of 
extracting resources to support  their military "revolution"; some took the path- 
way of coercive extraction of agrarian resources, while others had access to 
merchant cities which could be taxed for ready cash. Tilly's model  implies that 
proximity to world-system economic flows was one  crucial factor determining 
the path of state-formation. The two models do not substitute for one another; 
but they overlap and reinforce at certain points. 8 

Do the rival channels of cumulation in world-system research and in histori- 
cal sociology of the state cancel each other out as socially recognized cumula- 
tion? No doubt  they can do this, to the extent that they do not recognize work 
done  outside of their research community,  and especially if they note it only to 
denigrate it. Yet it is possible to construct a cross-specialty integrated cumula- 
tion, consisting of knowledge which has been built up by both world-system 
and state-centered researchers, which complements  and even overlaps. On the 
level of socially non-recognized cumulation, I claim it exists; to see it, you must 
look at it without the lenses of specialty loyalism. 

There are a number  of other examples of research programs that have cumu- 
lated results within their specialty, without much recognition outside. There is 
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the Elementary Theory (Wilier and Anderson 1981; Willer and Markovsky 1993) 
which has demonstrated experimentally the advantages and disadvantages ac- 
cruing to positions within various kinds of exchange networks; and related 
work (under different theoretical labels) on power in social exchange networks 
(Cook et al. 1983, 1993). There is the Expectation States Theory, also devel- 
oped through a series of experimental results, demonstrating how group defini- 
tions of individual status determine the performance and evaluation of individu- 
als (Szatka et al. 1997; Wagner and Berger 1993). There is the affect control 
theory (Heise 1979; Smith-Lovin and Heise 1990) which has accumulated evi- 
dence for a formal model of how social actors shape their evaluations of per- 
sons and actions in an ongoing chain from situation to situation. I will not 
attempt to pull out here which features of these research programs have cumu- 
lated best by standards outside the specialty itself. One reason that social recog- 
nition of cumulation is limited to insiders to the specialty is that there are rival 
programs for many of these topics. The Elementary Theory bills itself broadly 
as a theory of power; but there are many other kinds of researchers concerned 
with power (ranging all the way from Foucauldian omni-present structures of 
implicit 15ower, to macro-historical sociology of the military-centered state, to 
rational choice theories, and to rival experimental designs for studying ex- 
change power); adherents of these various approaches tend to regard "power" 
as what is studied with their particular methods and conceptualized with their 
own family of concepts. 9 One could make a similar diagnosis of the conceptual 
and methodological rivalries that keep the findings of Expectation States re- 
search, or of affect control chains, from being pulled out into a neutral zone of 
generically valid findings. Cumulated knowledge of sociological specialties thus 
seems to require two levels of effort: to generate the research program and its 
results in the first place; and then, another effort (quite possibly by other 
persons) to arbitrate and cut across terminology and methodological differences 
in order to pull out the cumulation that will travel beyond the specialty context. 

Unrecognized,  Lost, or  Buried Specialty Cumulat ion 

A more discouraging case is where solid results cumulate at one period of 
time, but later the research community loses sight of them. I will give two 
examples. In organizational research, strong findings emerged between the 
1920s and the 1960s on the pattern of control over organizational members, and 
conversely the failures and limitations of this control. We built up a coherent 
picture of how supervisors control their subordinates, and professionals their 
clients, salespersons their customers; as well as the conditions which affect 
how successfully these targets of control struggle or evade control. This work 
incorporates the discovery of the informal group, among workers, among line- 
authority managers, among informal networks and communications channels. 
Around 1960 came a series of synthetic formulations, drawing together consid- 
erable bodies of evidence; Etzioni (1975 [1961]) summarized the differing costs 
and consequences of control by coercion, material rewards, and normative 
group solidarity, and showed the kinds of task situations in which these controls 
were relatively most successful. Simon, March and others (Simon 1947; March 
and Simon 1958; Stinchcombe 1986) showed the structural lines of transmission 
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in organizations which s iphoned off control into indirect, informal channels and 
constrained the wielders of formal power; a related model  (e.g., Crozier 1964) 
showed how control over areas of uncertainty u p o n  which other actors depend  
is a major source of informal power. (Extensive citations to this material are 
given in Collins, 1975 chapter 6, where  my own effort to display this cumula- 
tion is presented.)  

By the 1960s, the field had cumulated a mutually consistent, well-researched 
body of materials on how control operates within organizations. This cumula- 
tion gradually became lost, or at least obscured from consciousness, including 
among specialists in organizational research. There are two main reasons why  
the field turned away from one of its best cumulative accomplishments. One is 
that organizational research had been pursuing a number  of topics, and the 
question of control was only one focus of interest. There had been long argu- 
ments pro and con the Weberian model  of the idealized rational bureaucracy (in 
which  context  research on the informal group was interpreted as negative 
evidence vis-a-vis Weber). Many were concerned with the historical patterns of 
change in organizations, away from the bureaucratic hierarchy and towards 
decentralization or professional expertise. Other researchers were concerned 
with finding the perfectly efficient organization, growing discouraged w h e n  it 
turned out there is no  such thing. From the point of view of a number  of these 
topics, it is easy to depict the field as failing to cumulate: neither Weber, nor 
Taylor et al. were right, and therefore the field is a failure. This ignores the way 
in which cumulation emerges, not necessarily where  one wants it to emerge, 
but  where  we  find the patterns of results building up and reinforcing one  
another. The model  of the mechanisms and limitations of control in organiza- 
tions is what  did cumulate, although not everyone was interested in this kind of 
finding. 

A second reason that the cumulated knowledge  of organizational control 
became buried was that this line of research was too successful. Results of this 
kind became well-known, and forefront researchers began to turn to new per- 
spectives and areas looking for fresh results. Organization researchers turned 
away from the internal processes of organizations, declaring that the organiza- 
tion must be seen in its external environment.  This led to work on evolutionary 
selection models,  populat ion ecology of organizations, organizations in markets 
and network structures, as well as the task environment which shapes organiza- 
tional structures. The older classics, demonstrating the power of informal groups 
and the struggles and methods of control and evasion of control inside the organiza- 
tion were old hat; later they became outright forgotten or disparaged as merely 
internal processes, when  all the intellectual action was focused on the organiza- 
tional environment.  To some extent work on internal control continued, mainly 
among Marxist-oriented researchers (Willis 1981; Burawoy 1979) concerned to 
show the sources of resistance from below; but this work had little interest in 
maintaining analytical continuity with the classic cumulation on control. 

By the 1980s and 1990s, a strange turning of the circle took place. Several 
intellectual movements  began  to rediscover interest in what  goes on inside 
organizations. The "new institutionalism" program (Powell and DiMaggio 1991), 
by focusing at first on the external environment  as a process of organizations 
imitating one another as culturally prestigeful models, gradually began to rein- 
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corporate some of the older type of findings about control of organization 
members; ironically, "new institutionalism" came close to the old human rela- 
tions school, in touting what Etzioni called "normative control," while ignoring 
the existence of more hard-edged material and coercive controls. From another 
direction, the rational choice movement ,  an imperialism of what  Etzioni had 
called "remunerative" control (or material exchange),  has gone back inside 
organizations. Rational choice theory has discovered what it calls the principal- 
agency problem, "the constrants employees experience in getting" employees 
to carry out their orders, given their rational self-interest in minimizing effort 
and maximizing gains. This is a rediscovery of the control process of classic 
organizational sociology; some recent formulations from the rational choice 
perspective (e.g., Coleman 1990) even cite earlier empirical findings as evi- 
dence for their version of the theoretical pattern. 1~ 

What we see in this example is that the larger theoretical program sets the 
gestalt for what  we can see within it. Rational choice, or new institutionalism, or 
markets verses hierarchies, dominates the way we frame our perceptions of the 
significance of various research findings. Previously cumulated work may be 
blanked out into the gestalt background. On the other hand, a sufficiently active 
research program, especially one with ambitions of comprehensiveness  like 
rational choice, can push far enough so that it rediscovers the same phenomena  
as the older research, and may reincorporate it n under  its new terminology. 
Such rediscovery reinforces the confidence we can have in the validity of this 
cumulated knowledge; it won' t  go away, even w h e n  we studiously ignore it. 

A somewhat  similar case of lost or neglected cumulation is in small groups 
research. The heyday of this research, from the 1930s to the 1950s, produced a 
considerable range of evidence for a pattern: tightly bounded,  isolated groups, 
provided that they are not internally divided by rank, generate conformity of 
belief and behavior. Classic experiments on the group influence on perception 
by Asch and Sherif, along with a variety of other  evidence, were  brought  
together in syntheses such as Homans (1950). These are some of the most 
firmly established generalizations in sociology. Curiously, in later decades this 
work has become neglected; being no longer of interest, it doesn't  count  when  
we consider whether  sociology has cumulated any knowledge.  (If we don' t  
think about it, then we don't  know it, as anti-cumulationists claim.) 

Once again, classic work was decentered from our professional conscious- 
ness because the research front moved on, looking for fresh areas. (Some of 
these are those listed above, such as Elementary Theory, Expectation States, 
and affect control theory.) Homans himself turned to the micro-macro problem, 
polemicizing against structural theories in favor of an individual reward-seeking 
actor, a model  which eventually became rational choice theory. A consequence  
is sociologists who  were turned off by the behavioristic alliances of Homans's  
later work, or by the economistic meta-theory of rational choice, have tended to 
ignore the solid cumulation of middle-range generalizations which are pre- 
sented in Homans's The Human Group. 

The classic pat tern-- the bounded,  inwardly focused, egalitarian group gen- 
erates solidarity and conformity--nevertheless lurks in the background of much 
contemporary work. Network research on support  groups, showing that emo- 
tional health is enhanced  by having a coherent  group of friends, implicitly 
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builds u p o n  the Homans-like principle of group solidarity. It is used even in 
rational choice theory, in Coleman's (1990) solution to the problem of w h e n  
groups  are able to enforce controls over individuals. Differing theoretical para- 
digms have sometimes explicitly incorporated classic materials on  group soli- 
darity and conformity, such as Scheff's (1990) theory of the emotional dynamics 
of pride and shame, which reinterprets the Asch experiments. The Durkheimian 
theory of ritual and symbolism, based originally on religious action, converges 
with the Homans model; the extent of conformity to symbols, including the 
emotional commitment  to defending them as sacred and as emblems of group 
membership,  is produced by the same variables of building up solidarity within 
a b o u n d e d ,  i nward ly - focused  g r o u p  (Coll ins 1988: 188-201). T h u s  the  
Durkheimian tradition of research on the degree of solidarity and conformity in 
various types of community structures (e.g., Douglas 1973) adds further con- 
vergence of evidence, in this case from the meso-level of community  studies 
rather than small group experiments. The model  of small group solidarity and 
conformity is one of our most strongly supported findings, not merely within 
the classic small group literature, but precisely because the pattern keeps crop- 
ping up in different conceptual perspectives and research methodologies.  

This knowledge  meets a strong standard of coherence among research re- 
suits, but as socially recognized cumulation it has become weak, especially at 
certain phases of sociology's history (notably the 1970s and 1980s). Are we 
d o o m e d  to forget what  cumulated results we ever achieve, because we grow 
tired of too much coherence, too much repetition in research results, and hence 
move on to fresh areas? Are we always victims of gestalt switches which keep 
us from seeing what  we used to know? Once again, the lesson seems to be that 
the labels of research programs are more important in shaping our conscious- 
ness than the specific contents of those researches; we package everything in 
large packages, and will not pick and choose from within each bag, even if 
there are things which are highly reliable, and work in many different con- 
t e x t s .  12 To increase the level of socially recognized cumulation, we need  to 
work  explicitly at pulling out those analytical generalizations which can be 
de tached  from research programs. Perhaps these could be collected under  
Merton's term, "middle range" principles, although adopting such a label carries 
the danger  that we will fall into polemics as to whether  one wants to carry to 
baggage of Merton's version of the functionalist program. The problem with the 
terminology of "middle range" illustrates what  our problem is in general: we 
need to be able to extract it from its original theoretical context in order to 
make it generally available to friend or foe alike. 

Socially Unrecognized Cross-specialtv Integrated Cumulation 

This is the case where  different specialties converge on similar or mutually 
reinforcing results, but none of them recognizes it. 13 We have been referring to 
such cases all along. Here I will give one more example and point  up the 
obstacles to recognition. 

Consider some of the various research fields that have found network pat- 
terns. Researchers on recruitment to religious cults and other religious move- 
ments have found that networks play a crucial role in the growth of religions 
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and adherence of their follows (Stark and Bainbridge 1985). Religious move- 
ments recruiting network isolates fail to grow; exhausting the outreach of the 
network leads to cultish turning inward upon  itself; the extent to which net- 
works of potential recruits are shared by rival religious movements  determines 
whether  they will keep one another from growing at the other's expense. In 
another  research area, s tudents  of  social movemen t s  (Snow, Zurcher  and 
Ekland-Olson 1980; McAdam 1986) have similarly found  that networks  are 
crucial for recruitment and loyalty. The two findings analytically support  one 
another; but they are rarely perceived as such. The theoretical contexts have 
been  too dissimilar. Social movement  theory has been polemicizing with its 
own  antecedents, the mass society and group mind theories of collective ac- 
tion, which saw the group as a rootless mass of individuals swayed by irrational 
forces of collective participation. In response, social movement  and collective 
behavior  researchers have been  at pains to show that people  participate in 
crowds and movements  as groups of friends (McPhail 1991). Another reason 
why  social movement  research stands apart from religious movement  research 
is that another prominent  paradigm, resource mobilization, defines the scope of 
social movements  as oriented towards an arena of public action to contest 
power  and bring about specific policies. Thus social movements  are viewed as 
attempting to challenge, take over, or influence the state. This model  has been 
reinforced by the state-centered model  of historical sociology, which shows 
h o w state penetration into society provided conditions which allowed move- 
ments to form and an arena in which they could struggle. By this state-centered 
focus, religious movements  (and especially cult movements)  are cut off, since 
their aims are typically not political. Here we can see the need for a focus on 
"middle range" generalizations, extracted from their theoretical context; if we 
had such a focus, it wou ld  be clear that ne twork recruitment is a strongly 
suppor ted  generalization of wide applicability, an excellent example of cumu- 
lative sociological knowledge.  

Yet another  area of theory, which expressly cumulates empirical research 
results, has been  Black's (1993) work on the forms of conflict management;  this 
extends the network model  in yet another direction, showing that the various 
kinds of stances that social actors take in conflicts depend  on the closeness or 
distance of their network ties to the various contenders; and that the different 
ways of resolving disputes (vengeance, avoidance, negotiation, imposed settle- 
ment) are determined by the type of network structure in which conflict occurs. 
Here is a refined set of explanatory generalizations buttressed by further evi- 
dence for the importance of network patterns. This work on conflict networks 
yet remains another isolated specialty. 

There is a self-conscious field of network researchers, even possessing their 
own organization (the International Network for Social Network Analysis, INSNA), 
their own  journals, periodic meetings, and a good  deal of esprit de corps. Per- 
haps this is where  we should look for explicit display of the cumulative knowl- 
edge of networks. Strangely, we do not find this here. Network specialists once 
had a reputation as clannish, and their work is not  yet widely accepted in 
mainstream journals, nor has it penetrated most textbooks of introductory sociol- 
ogy or of sociological theory. There are relatively few university courses on 
social networks,  and network methods  are rarely incorporated into required 
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m e t h o d o l o g y  courses .  N e t w o r k  r e sea rch  ev inces  socia l  ba r r i e r s  to recognition 
of  cumula t i on .  A m o n g  the se  are  the  r e p u t a t i o n  that  n e t w o r k  r e s e a r c h e r s  h a v e  
b e e n  n a r r o w l y  c o n c e r n e d  wi th  m e t h o d o l o g i c a l  t e c h n i q u e ,  f o r m u l a t i n g  a lgo-  
r i thms for  the  analys is  o f  n e t w o r k  da ta  bu t  k e e p i n g  t h e m s e l v e s  p u r e  of  subs t an -  
t ive b a g g a g e  of  m a i n s t r e a m  s o c i o l o g y )  4 M e t h o d o l o g y  can  pu t  u p  barr iers;  the  
w o r k  o n  n e t w o r k s  b y  re l ig ious  a n d  socia l  m o v e m e n t  r e sea rche r s ,  or  o n  confl ic t  
n e t w o r k s ,  rare ly  u s e s  t echn ica l  a lgor i thms ,  a n d  thus  m a y  a p p e a r  t oo  r u d i m e n -  
tary  to b e  of  in teres t  to t h o s e  at the  fo re f ron t  o f  n e t w o r k  t e c h n i q u e s .  For  these  
a n d  o the r  r easons ,  the  m o s t  s e l f - consc ious  n e t w o r k  c a m p  has  no t  p r o d u c e d  a 
s u r v e y  o f  w h e r e  n e t w o r k s  h a v e  b e e n  f o u n d  to b e  s u b s t a n t i v e l y  s ign i f i can t  
ac ross  soc io log ica l  special i t ies .  O n e  subs t an t ive  area  in w h i c h  c o n s c i o u s n e s s  of  
n e t w o r k  p r inc ip les  is qu i te  explici t ,  h o w e v e r ,  is e c o n o m i c  soc io logy ;  a g o o d  
deal  o f  w o r k  in this a rea  has  bui l t  r e f ined  theore t ica l  m o d e l s  w h i c h  are  a p p l i e d  
to empi r i ca l  data ,  o f t en  at a h igh  level  o f  t echn ica l  soph i s t i ca t ion .  15 It is qui te  
p o s s i b l e  that  n e t w o r k  soc io logy ,  as an  e x p a n d i n g  in te l lec tual  m o v e m e n t ,  will 
e v e n t u a l l y  pu t  u p  a w i d e r  analyt ical  u m b r e l l a  u n d e r  w h i c h  the  success fu l  u se s  
of  n e t w o r k  analys is  in va r i ous  specia l i t ies  will f inally b e  r e c o g n i z e d .  

From Socially Unrecognized to Recognized Cumulation 

Let m e  s u m m a r i z e  the  obs t ac l e s  to socia l ly  r e c o g n i z e d  c u m u l a t i o n  a n d  w h a t  
w e  c o u l d  d o  a b o u t  t hem.  

(1) Specialized research communities can be barriers, because of their professional motivation 
not to recognize cumulation in other specialties. This happens even when it overlaps with 
their own, which is in fact the analytically most important kind of cumulation, since it provides 
cross-validation. 

(2) We are more focused on theoretical labels than on what is included within them. Disagree- 
ing with someone else's theoretical program (and especially with the meta-theoretical part of 
it) make us denigrate all its results, instead of extracting the best-supported middle-range 
generalizations. 

(3) There is a tendency to define research specialties by the methods used, and to accept as 
knowledge only what is produced according to local standards of methodology. This some- 
times leads to ignoring substantive results because their methods are not sufficiently cutting 
edge, as well as all research results produced by different methods. This is doubly a mistake. 
Absolute precision is a false criterion; all methods yield only approximate results. Making a 
fetish out of methodological refinement leads to unrealistic standards and to the conclusion 
that we know nothing. And cross-methods coherence of results (sometimes called triangula- 
tion) is a strength, not a weakness; indeed, it is the strongest criterion we have for reliable 
cumulation of knowledge. 

(4) Within research specialties, there is a preference for being on the forefront, cutting new 
pathways, and generally ignoring older results because they are familiar, well-established 
patterns. One can hardly knock the motivation, for both career advancement and for intellec- 
tual excitement. But other sciences manage to keep a backlog of results which are no longer 
on the research forefront, and take pride in them as the cumulated knowledge of the field. 
Natural sciences can do this, in part because non-forefront principles have many practical 
applications (a situation that does not generally hold in sociology, although it's not quite as 
bad as we imagine). Natural sciences also use this backlog of established principles as a tool 
kit out of which can be assembled relevant pieces of forefront researches. If sociologists were 
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more conscious of what exists in our backlog (e.g., the examples I have given from small 
group and from network principles), it would often prove useful in forefront projects. 

(5) When we try to overcome the splits in our field, we tend to do this in an ecumenical 
fashion which makes cumulation even more difficult. Cumulation does not mean that every- 
thing in the field cumulates. Some theories turn out to be wrong; some research projects and 
meta-theoretical frameworks are unfruitful or bad leads. We do not need to revive functional- 
ism, or classic Marxism, to bring back Comte and Spencer, or for that matter Weber or Durkheim 
en bloc, in order for there to be cumulation. Cumulation is where we find it, where we extract 
it from the non-cumulating part. For  this reason, meetings of researchers designed to give an 
overview of a field often do little for cumulation; similar limitations exist for publishing vol- 
umes collecting different approaches or theories. This might be called the "United Nations 
approach" to cumulation, just getting everyone in the same room or between the same covers, 
speaking politely to one another. This is the easiest way to organize a social gathering. But "let 
a thousand flowers bloom" is the ethos of non-cumulation; it is a way of saying, let us not step 
on any toes, or do any hard work of extracting reliable findings from the morass of contradic- 
tory theoretical programs. The ecumenical approach undermines cumulation because its ac- 
tions, if not its words, convey the message that all approaches are equally desirable; to tear 
them down and extract only a few points is morally offensive to equal respect. This leads to a 
subtle shift on the epistemological level: such meetings make us prone to say that cumulation 
is not only undesirable but impossible, and even clouds our perception to the point of claim- 
ing that cumulation has never happened in our field. 

(6) Some parts of sociological theory (and especially metatheory) are explicitly hostile to 
cumulation; their stance is that the processes of social life are such that everything is radically 
contingent, locally contextual, or historically particularistic. Clearly, cumulation-building soci- 
ologists won' t  be able to convince everyone; we will just have to work around them. I'm not 
much in favor of polemicizing with metatheoretical positions over these questions; that is to 
play the metatheoretical game (and to be non-cumulative) instead of getting on with the work 
of showing substantive cumulation where it can be found. 

(7) Not every part of sociology is concerned with cumulation; and in many cases, this is as it 
should be. Some parts of sociology are intrinsically descriptive rather than analytical; they are 
concerned with finding the latest "sociological news," updating our facts about how much 
racial segregation exists, what is happening to the urban underclass or to business concentra- 
tion, trends in class access to schooling or in gender discrimination. This kind of research is a 
perpetually moving front; on the contemporary descriptive level, there is never any cumula- 
tion, and old descriptions are of little interest. The only caveat here is that we should not 
mistake this part of sociology for the analytical part, and conclude that the sometimes spec- 
tacular "news" from the explicitly non-cumulative part of sociology makes analytical cumula- 
tion elsewhere nonexistent. 

F o r  s o c i o l o g i c a l  k n o w l e d g e  to  c u m u l a t e ,  s o m e  s o c i o l o g i s t s  m u s t  m a k e  it t h e i r  
b u s i n e s s  to  d o  c u m u l a t i o n .  W e  n e e d  to  p u l l  o u t  t h e  m i d d l e - r a n g e  p r i n c i p l e s  
f r o m  v a r i o u s  s p e c i a l t i e s ,  e x t r a c t i n g  t h e m  f r o m  t h e i r  i d e o l o g i e s ,  m e t h o d o l o g i e s ,  
a n d  r e s e a r c h  p r o g r a m s .  T h i s  r e q u i r e s  a g o o d  d e a l  o f  s e l f - d i s c i p l i n e ,  a n d  I ' m  n o t  

c o n f i d e n t  h o w  w e l l  it c a n  b e  s u s t a i n e d .  16 H o w  c o u l d  th i s  b e  s o c i a l l y  o r g a n i z e d ?  

P e r h a p s  w e  n e e d  to  r e c o g n i z e  t ha t  w o r k i n g  o n  c u m u l a t i o n  is y e t  a n o t h e r  s p e -  
c i a l i z e d  a c t i v i t y  ( a l t h o u g h  o n e  t h a t  ! w o u l d  h o p e  m a n y  s o c i o l o g i s t s  w o u l d  d o  in  
t h e i r  s p a r e  t i m e ,  a n c i l l a r y  to  t h e i r  w o r k  in  a s u b s t a n t i v e  s p e c i a l t y ) .  S o m e  o f  u s  
n e e d  to  d e d i c a t e  o u r s e l v e s  to  p u l l i n g  t o g e t h e r  t h e  f i n d i n g s  w h i c h  t u r n  u p  u n d e r  

d i f f e r e n t  g u i s e s ,  l i k e  t h e  e x a m p l e s  o f  n e t w o r k  t h e o r y  I h a v e  p o i n t e d  to  a b o v e .  
W o u l d  t h e  s p e c i a l t y  o f  c u m u l a t i o n i s t s  t u r n  i n w a r d  o n  i tself ,  d e v e l o p  i ts  o w n  
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i d e o l o g y ,  a n d  en t e r  into c o m p e t i t i v e  or  hos t i le  re la t ions  w i t h  o t h e r  special t ies? 
O b v i o u s l y  this is a danger .  In  the  cu r ren t  s tate  of  affairs, it is w o r t h  the  risk. 

T h e r e  is o n e  a r e n a  a l r e a d y  ex i s t ing  w h i c h  s t ands  a b o v e  the  r e s e a r c h  spec ia l -  
t ies a n d  the  rival theore t i ca l  p r o g r a m s .  Tha t  is i n t r o d u c t o r y  t e x t b o o k s .  Ideal ly,  
this is the  p l ace  w h e r e  s o c i o l o g y  d i sp lays  w h a t  it a g r e e s  u p o n ,  the  bes t  resul ts  
c u m u l a t e d  f r o m  p a s t  w o r k .  In  c u r r e n t  real i ty ,  t e x t b o o k s  u s u a l l y  p r o v i d e  a 
w a t e r e d - d o w n  e c u m e n i c a l i s m  ( a l t h o u g h  s o m e  o f  t h e m  o p e r a t e  at the  o t h e r  
e x t r e m e ,  as e x p r e s s i o n s  o f  s p e c i a l i z e d  r e sea rch  p r o g r a m s ) .  We thus  m a n a g e  to 
g ive  n e w  s tuden t s  the  i m p r e s s i o n  tha t  s o c i o l o g y  is full o f  c o n t e n d i n g  a p p r o a c h e s ,  
l is ted s ide  b y  s ide,  a n d  that  n o  o n e  e v e r  tries to ad jud i ca t e  a m o n g  t h e m ,  or  to 
pul l  o u t  c o m m o n  resul ts  o f  c o n v e r g e n t  r e sea rches .  T h e  la t ter  is w h a t  w e  n e e d  
to  d o  if s o c i o l o g y  is g o i n g  to  m o v e  b e y o n d  its cu r ren t  cond i t i on .  

T h i n g s  a re  no t  as b a d  as the  an t i - cumula t i on i s t s  ho ld .  W h a t  w e  h a v e  are  
p o c k e t s  o f  soc ia l ly  u n r e c o g n i z e d  c u m u l a t i o n .  T h e r e  is a g o o d  poss ib i l i ty  o f  
m o v i n g  o n w a r d s  to s o m e  sol id  p o c k e t s  o f  socia l ly  r e c o g n i z e d  c u m u l a t i o n .  

N o t e s  

1. In the natural sciences too there is an interest in finding shocking new results; but it is not 
pressed to the extreme of excluding recognition of cumulative building upon older results. 

2. This includes historical and ethnographic research, as well as statistical, network, and where 
appropriate, experimental and micro-observational research; the more kinds of research 
methods used, the more strongly supported are the theoretical statements which are consis- 
tent with their findings. 

3. Further back, inspiration for the world-systems model came from Braudel (1949), who ana- 
lyzed the Mediterranean world as a unified zone of economic exchange during the fifteenth 
and sixteenth centuries, the period in which Wallerstein argued that the larger, 
globe-encompassing European-centered capitalist world system took off. Braudel, as leader 
of the French Annales school, was not working in isolation; his Mediterranean world-system 
model rested upon the cumulation of many historical researches, along with his own. In his 
later works, Braudel (1967-1979) explicitly linked with the global world-systems viewpoint; if 
in his early works he was an unconscious world-system theorist, in his later works he be- 
came a conscious one. 

4. Another limitation is that world-system researchers have based their series of major war/ 
cyclical transition coincidences on modern European data; the pattern of synchronization 
has not been shown for the other, non-European and pre-modern world-systems of ex- 
change. My own research in geopolitical patterns (Collins 1978) indicates that the distinctive 
balance of power among states found in Europe is not the typical geopolitical pattern else- 
where in history. 

5. I say this, not as a final judgment that Marxism has been definitively disproven; but rather, in 
the sense that the model of capitalist breakdown leading to socialist revolution has not led to 
cumulatively supportive research results or to adequacy-improving theoretical formulations. 
It might happen again in the future, as it did in 1917 and 1949, that anti-capitalist revolutions 
will take place and socialist regimes appear; but an adequately supported theoretical model 
for the conditions under which this might occur has not been formulated, and the strong 
parts of world-system research lend no particular support to such a theory (and can be read 
to imply the opposite, that world-system cycles are endless). 

6. Goldstone thus answers the criticism that comparative analyses like Skocpol's prove nothing 
because they sample on the dependent variable: In other words, they choose only cases 
which have revolutions, ignoring cases where the alleged causal conditions may exist but 
revolutions do not ensue. Goldstone models the independent variables across hundreds of 
years for each of his cases, including non-revolutionary periods. 

7. Cumulative development inside this specialty has to some extent been obscured by polemics 
on research forefronts for example, between resource mobilization theory, which demon- 
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strates the importance of material conditions of organization for the formation and success 
of movements, and research on so-called "new social movements," which are ideologically 
unconcerned with material interests (McCarthy and Zald 1977; Melucci 1985; Buechler and 
Cylke 1997). In addition, there are controversies over the role of symbolic resources vis-a-vis 
material resources in movements. Polemics always tend to make issues more one-sided than 
they need be; resource mobilization theory (which I would view as a relative of the state- 
centered theories reviewed above) is firmly established, since there are no sustained move- 
ments without resource bases; on the other hand, material resources are not the whole story, 
and symbolic resources (and the conditions for mobilizing emotional commitments to them) 
are another key component of movements. The two types of theory are complementary. 

8. I have raised the point above that world-system treatment of wars is inadequate, and needs 
to be supplemented by a more complex geopolitical theory. But within GP theory, the 
economic resource base of states vis-a-vis each other is one source of their relative GP 
strength or weakness. Thus world-system theory plays into some of the causal chains on the 
military-state theory side as well. 

9. The mechanism of power/advantage in exchange networks demonstrated on the experimen- 
tal level bears a resemblance to the mechanism which gives advantage to the core over the 
periphery in world-systems theory; but this connection across vastly disparate research com- 
munities has not, to my knowledge, yet been made. 

10. Another version of this renewed convergence on control problems is Oliver Williamson's 
(1975) formulation within economic theory of the choice between market and hierarchy as a 
means of preventing opportunism and sharp dealing in exchange relations. In effect, this is 
the analytical problem of choosing among Etzioni's three types of control; although for a 
while researchers in Williamson's paradigm assumed that once a hierarchy existed, it would 
operate smoothly without internal control problems. 

11. Or parts of it, since the rational choice model still needs to come to grips with past findings 
about coercive and normative/solidarity controls. 

12. Thus the influence of bounded small groups on belief is implicit in the findings (cited 
below) of network recruitment to religious and political movements, which show that beliefs 
follow from network connections. Another example: although ethnomethodological theory 
is very different from, and rather hostile to, the Homans style of theorizing, the branch of 
empirical work in ethnomethodology which studies conversation shows a pattern of fine-tuned 
micro-comformity at the level of turn-taking (Sacks, Schegloff and Jefferson 1974; Atkinson 
and Heritage 1984; Heath 1986); and this conformity operates according to a mechanism 
which is analytically similar both to the Durkheimian and Homansian formulation of fo- 
cused interaction produces conformity [see references in Collins 1988: 201-203]. See also 
Gregory 1994 for evidence of conformity or convergence even at the level of shared 
micro-rhythms in speech. 

13. The reason this happens can be recognized as an application of the Durkheim/Homans 
model of bounded,  internally integrated groups; members of research specialities not only 
conform to their own particular symbols of group loyalty, but are cut off from, even nega- 
tively oriented towards, the symbols of rival groups. 

14. Lewis Coser (1975) thus once called network research, along with ethnomethodology, 'Two 
Methods in Search of a Substance." 

15. Granovetter and Swedberg 1992; Burt 1983, 1992; White 1981; Uzzi 1996. The chapters in 
Smelser and Swedberg, Handbook of Economic Sociology (1994) show how widely network 
principles have penetrated this field. A related area in which highly technical data analysis 
has yielded impressive results is the study of political power  structures as inter-organizational 
networks; the leading work here is Laumann and Knoke 1987. 

16. My own previous efforts in cumulation are flawed in just this way; one effort to show 
cross-specialty cumulation was couched under the label of "conflict sociology" (Collins 
1975), thus appealing to factional loyalties and dislikes; my later effort (Collins 1988) was too 
textbook-like, an ecumenical overview of approaches, not sufficiently concentrated on the 
principles outside their theoretical rubrics. 
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